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Migration was a mystery for hundreds 
of years. Why did some insects, birds 
and animals disappear in one season 
and come back the next year? Where 
did they go, and why? There were some 
wild ideas. Some  people thought that 
Barnacle geese hatched from barnacles 
that live attached to rocks by the sea. 
Others thought swallows hibernated in 
mud. Although scientists have learned a 
lot about migration, there's still a lot they 
don't know.

What is migration? 
Migration is when birds and animals move 
from one place to another and back again in a 
regular cycle, usually connected to the seasons. 
Migrations can be long or short. The common 
toad migrates up to one kilometre to get back 
to the pond where it was born. The Alaskan 
bar-tailed godwit (a wading bird) flies 11 000 
kilometres, from Alaska to New Zealand every 
year. Such long journeys are dangerous and 
extremely hard work, so it’s not surprising that 
people wonder why they bother.

Why do animals migrate? 
Animals have migrated almost since they have 
existed in order to find plenty of food and an 
ideal place to raise their young. Climate change 
has always been a major factor in migration and, 
around 10 000 years ago, at the peak of the last 
ice age, it all began again. At this time, the ice in 
the northern hemisphere reached as far south as 
London and to the same level all across Europe, 
Eurasia and North America. Once it started to 
melt, more and more land began to appear 
further north from under the ice. 

As this land started to recover, plants began 
to grow, making rich new feeding grounds for 
insects, birds and animals. They moved there 
because there was lots of food and not so many 
other animals competing to eat it. In these far 
northern places, the summer days were longer, 
the land was more productive  and it was easier 
to raise babies successfully. 

At this time, too, the Sahara was a rich grassland 
with feeding hot-spots. Many birds carry on their 
instinctive migrations, although the ecology has 
changed and the Sahara is now a desert and very 
difficult to cross. 

Migration is an extreme life strategy that helps 
animals 'get the best of both worlds'. As well as 
moving north, some animals also migrate:

• where there is a rainy season which makes 
lush new vegetation grow – such as in the 
tropics, the sub-tropics and deserts; the 
Okavanga Delta in Botswana, for instance;

 • when the conditions that are best for 
growing up in are very different from the 
place where they are born. For example, 
many fish live in the sea but migrate up 
rivers to spawn. Atlantic salmon live in the 
Atlantic, but swim miles up rivers in Scotland 
to spawn where they were born.

To go or not to go?
What makes birds and animals decide when 
to start their migration? Is it feeling good? 
the weather? body condition? a leader? 
temperature? The answer is probably some, or 
all, of these. Here are two examples.

Monarch butterfly
The Monarch butterfly lives in the forests of 
Mexico, but migrates north as far as Canada 
in summer. No single butterfly flies the whole 
way up. New butterflies are born all along the 
journey, as they move north with the warmer 
weather in Spring. It is the great, great, great 
grandchild of a butterfly leaving Mexico that 
reaches the north. Then it turns around and flies 
the whole way south (up to 4500 km) to spend 
the winter and breed in Mexico. The return 
journey is the longest-known insect migration in 
the world.

Why do they do this? 
Because no adult would 
live long enough to 
migrate north and still 
have the energy left 
to breed. Temperature 
and the length of the 
day are what make the 
butterflies start their 
migration north and it's 
the same when they head south.  

This is how evolution has helped the Monarch 
butterfly to keep such a high population in 
Mexico. If they didn't migrate, there wouldn't be 
nearly enough food plants in Mexico for so many 
butterflies – and they can't live all the time in 
North America because it gets too cold.

Introducing migrationIntroduction to the pack
The World on the Move resource pack is inspired by BBC Radio 4’s World on the Move 
series and offers a range of activities to promote partnership with overseas schools 
through a focus on bird and animal migration, although they work just as well for 
schools working without partners. The pack's inclusive nature allows pupils of all abilities 
to participate fully, as well as providing a wealth of ways to extend the more able. The 
activities promote a range of knowledge, skills and understanding, in particular:

Activities address the KS2 requirements of the Primary Strategies for Literacy and 
Mathematics and the National Curriculum Progammes of Study in foundation subjects 
and ICT. Their flexible, cross-curricular character is supportive of the creative, topic-based 
approach to teaching advocated by the Revised Strategies.  

All pages with a © symbol can be scanned onto computer for shared use on the IWB, 
or photocopied for paired/group work. Projects that are particularly suitable for 
sharing with partner schools are marked with a z. Use the interactive site at  
www.elanguages.org/38066 to share your work.

Read about finding a partner school below and see the form on page 32.
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• Observational skills
• Thinking skills
• Geographical skills
• Geometry
• Data handling

• Creating and shaping texts
• Understanding different cultural perspectives 

through fiction and poetry
• Opportunities for extended use of ICT with a real 

and exciting purpose

World on the Move World Class
Twin your school on bird migration paths. Join World Class and we will share your 
interest with our partners who will help you twin. The DCSF Global Gateway team at the 
British Council will co-ordinate this process and help you explore the options – such as  
e-twinning or managed links via NGOs. Some links are free, and some have 
administration charges. We’ve suggested these four familiar birds and their migration 
countries – or tell us your idea and we will help you. Then you can share projects from 
this schools pack with your twin school. Join World Class at: www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass 

Icelandic Whooper 
swan (Iceland)
These swans migrate in the 
autumn, arriving in the UK in 
October, where they overwinter. 
They return to Iceland in March.

Cuckoo(Ethiopia)
Cuckoos visit the UK between 
May and September and you 
are more likely to hear than see 
them. They are harder to spot 

in Africa as they call much less. But scientists are 
keen to know more about where they go.

Swallow(South Africa)
Swallows can be seen in the UK 
between March and October.
They fly two routes across the 
African continent: via the west 
coast or the Rift Valley.

Starling(Poland)
Starlings live in the UK all year, 
but are joined by others from 
Poland and other countries in 
Eastern Europe from October  
to March.
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The godwit keeps flying on its fat and protein, 
each one reducing at an equal rate. This system 
works so well that it has about 1000 km of spare 
energy in case it's blown off-course and has to fly 
a bit longer than expected. 

The bird arrives in New Zealand with no gut, 
much smaller flight muscles, less blood and just 
traces of fat – it's a much lighter bird.

Small changes make a big difference
Another way in which some animals can migrate 
huge distances is because of quite small changes 
in how their body works.  

There are two kinds of robins in Europe, for 
example. One stays in one place all year round 
(the UK one). The other (the European robin) 
migrates 6000 km to sub-Saharan Africa every 
year. So, what's the difference between them?

It's partly about how their muscles are made. 
Tiny things called mitochondria form part of the 
cells that make up the muscle. Mitochondria 
convert sugars into energy. The European robin 
has many more of them, so can produce more 
energy.

The North American antelope called the 
Pronghorn migrates across the forests and 
grasslands of the northern states. It can run for 
26 hours without stopping and not get tired. 
How? Its heart is slightly bigger than an antelope 
of a similar size; its muscles have slightly more 
fibres and mitochondria than other antelope; its 
lungs are slightly larger, and so on. These small 
changes add up to make the Pronghorn a much 
better runner.

How do we know what we know?  
You can find out a lot about birds by watching 
and counting them. But this doesn't tell you how 
each bird is behaving. You need to know this 
much detail so you can learn about how long 
they live and when and where they move. 

Ringing has helped with this. Ringing means 
putting a light metal ring with a number on it 
around a bird’s leg so you can recognise it when 
you see it again. Each ring also has an address 
so that anyone who finds the bird can help by 
reporting where and when it was found and 
what happened to it. 

Animals can be tagged by putting a coloured 
marker on their ear or a band around their leg, 
or sometimes putting a coloured dye on their 
fur. Now there are electronic tags, too. These are 
microchips the size of a grain of rice which are 
injected under the skin.

How do they have the energy? 
Every animal that migrates has to be a peak 
performer: a long-distance flier, swimmer, runner 
or walker. All animals get ready for migration 
by feeding themselves up. Some actually make 
changes to their body. 

The Alaskan bar-tailed godwit
This medium-sized bird migrates from New 
Zealand to Alaska, flying 11 000 km over the 
Pacific Ocean. On its journey north it stops once 
in Asia (e.g. in China, Japan or Korea); it doesn't 
stop at all when it flies south. 

The godwit wades in estuaries and feeds on 
invertebrates which provide fat and protein. This 
diet gives the godwit these types of fuel:   

• fat collected in its body and around its body 
organs (heart, intestine, liver etc.); 

• protein in the form of flight muscle and 
other locomotor muscle (muscle which 
helps it to move). There's also the protein 
that makes up its body organs;  

• sugars in the form of glycogen stored  in the 
muscle tissues and in the blood.

After breeding in Alaska, the godwit feeds 
greedily and its body mass grows by over 100 
per cent. As its wings now have to carry this extra 
weight, the flight muscle also grows to power 
the wings to get the bird into the air. Its guts are 
swollen, so it is now a big, beefy bird.

When it starts to migrate, the godwit first burns 
all the stored glycogen in the blood and muscle. 
This only lasts a few hours. Then it switches to 
using its fat for energy. This is its main fuel for the 
journey. Fat provides the most energy per gram 
in weight. 

As the fat is used up, the godwit gets lighter. As 
it gets lighter it needs less power from its flight 
muscles, so it switches to using both fat and 
protein as fuel. This saves fat and reduces the 
flight muscles at the same time, so it always has 
exactly the right amount of power to keep it in 
the air.

Now the bird begins to digest its own guts. This 
makes them smaller and lighter, too, as the flight 
muscle is reducing. 
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Icelandic Whooper swan
The Icelandic Whooper 
swan spends winter in the 
UK and breeds in Iceland. 
In any one year, these birds 
migrate as families.  

When they decide to move 
south is mainly due to the 
weather. The adults want to 

lead their new cygnets away from the cold Arctic 
winter to where it's warmer, in the UK.  But they 
are big birds and their wings have to carry a lot 
of weight. They face an 800 km non-stop journey 
over the North Atlantic – one of the stormiest 
sea crossings anywhere. So they can either:

• wait until it gets too cold where they are and 
make a dash for it;

• hang around and wait for a good air stream 
heading south to help them fly;

• fly high up where the wind is stronger 
looking for a good southerly air stream;

• fly very low (1m above sea level) and use 
gusts of wind coming off the tops of waves 
to help lift them and keep them in the air;

• wait for a clear day, whether there's a good 
wind or not.

In fact, they do all of these things. In autumn, 
they wait for a clear day and fly low to the 
sea and hope to make the crossing in one go. 
Sometimes they wait for air streams going south. 
If it gets foggy and they can't see well, they land 
on the water to wait for it to clear.

How do they navigate?
Some animals navigate thousands of miles to 
the same breeding sites each year. How? We 
don't always know, but here are some possible 
methods.

Help in the sky
The sun, moon and stars give important clues to 
direction. Studies show that a map of the stars 
imprints on the brain of some young animals 
– especially birds. 

Scientists think that some animals can measure 
the angle of the sun or the moon to the horizon. 
From this, they can tell where the sun or moon is 
in its path across the sky and use this to work out 
directions. 

Animals definitely have a sense of time – a clock 
in the brain. All these skills used together allow 
the animal to work out which direction it is 
moving in. 

Magnetic sense
It seems that some animals can sense changes 
in the earth’s magnetic field. The earth is 
surrounded by a magnetic field that runs from 
north to south and follows the shapes of the 
land and the seabed. These shapes, and the 
different rock types they're made of, give any 
place on earth a unique magnetic picture. If you 
can sense it, you can navigate by it.  

Dead reckoning
This simply means looking where you're going! 
If you know a route, you recognise landmarks. 
When a young bird has migrated with others 
once, it then seems to have a rough map of the 
route in its head.  

Sounds
Different places make different sounds. Wind 
blowing off a mountain range usually comes 
from one direction and makes a particular sound 
that 'tells' an animal where it is. Forests, seas and 
deserts all make their own noises.

Smells
Some animals seem to find their way around 
by smell. Perhaps they can smell their nesting 
burrow, new rain or thawing snow.

Using the clues 
Scientists believe that all of the methods 
described above are used in a 'redundancy' way. 
This means animals use whichever method is 
best at the time and change to another one 
when they need to.   

On a clear night, a turtle or a bird might use the 
moon or stars to find a general direction. In the 
day, they might switch to using the angle of the 
sun. When they get near the end of their journey, 
maybe they recognise landmarks, hear or even 
smell their breeding ground.

But what if things go wrong?  If it’s cloudy, they 
might use a magnetic sense – if they have one. 
If there are strong winds or fog, what do they 
do then? In fact, animals often stop or get lost. If 
they then can't find food or shelter or find their 
way back, they may die.

Animals always live in the present. They know 
what's happening around them, but have no 
idea of the future. They are not expert weather 
forecasters and don't understand that things 
may be different from what they expect ahead.



Icelandic Whooper swans  
(Iceland)

Icelandic Whooper swans are found in the UK 
in lakes and fields in some areas – especially 
around the Severn, in the Washes of East Anglia 
and in south-west Scotland. Although they are 
often seen on water, this is mainly where they 
gather and rest. They spend much of the winter 
on fields, where they feed.

Swans travel as family parties, so young ones 
make their first trip across the Atlantic from 
Iceland with their parents. Once they have 
learned which way to migrate, they can then find 
their own way back to Iceland in the spring.

Appearance 
Whooper swans are white, with a long neck and 
large body. They are easy to recognise by their 
mainly bright yellow beak with a black tip. 
Length: 140–160cm; Wingspan: 205–235cm; 
Weight: 8–15kg.

Breeding (in Iceland; a very few pairs breed in 
Scotland.) 
Time: May  
Number of broods: 1 
Number of eggs:  2–6 
Incubation: 36 days 
Fledging: 120–150 days

Feeding
Swans mainly clean up spilt grain, carrots and 
potatoes that have been missed in the fields by 
harvesters. 

 Cuckoos 
(Ethiopia)
The cuckoo is 
famous for its 
song, and is rarely 
seen. But its call is 
becoming much 
rarer in the UK. This 
may be because it 
depends on other 

birds to raise its young and there are fewer of 
these birds around.  

When she is ready to breed, the female cuckoo 
looks for the nest of another bird, such as a 
dunnock or meadow-pipit, and lays her one egg 
in it. She pushes one of the other bird's eggs out 
to make room. 

The unlucky bird (called the host bird) doesn't 
realize what's happened and hatches all the 
eggs. The cuckoo egg and baby are much bigger 
than the host bird's chicks and when it's born 
it shoves them out of the nest and grabs all the 
food from its foster parents. 

Adult cuckoos migrate in July, as they don't have 
to look after their chicks. Young birds leave in 
September and find their way through Italy and 
Switzerland and into North Africa through Egypt 
on their own. 

We know that some cuckoos spend the winter 
in Ethiopia, but others fly on and we still don't 
known where to. Cuckoos don't sing much in 
Africa as they are not defending a territory or 
breeding. They are rarely seen, which is why 
there's not much information about them. 

Appearance 
Adult birds usually have a dark blue-grey head, 
breast and upper parts, and horizontal barring 
(stripes) on the under parts. They have white 
spots and tips to their tail. When it sits, the 
cuckoo drops its wings below the level of its tail, 
as in the photograph.  
Length: 32–36cm; Wingspan: 54–60cm; 
Weight: 105–130g.

Breeding
Time: late May  
Number of broods: 1–25 
Number of eggs:  1–25 
Incubation: 11–12 days 
Fledging: 17–21 days

Feeding
Cuckoos eat caterpillars and other insects such 
as beetles and ants. Many of the caterpillars 
are hairy or poisonous, but the birds' digestive 
system is specially adapted to cope with the 
hairs and toxins. 

The female sometimes eats the eggs and 
nestlings of the host bird.
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Four familiar birds
In the UK, the migrations we can observe 
most easily are bird migrations. This pack 
features four birds that migrate to the UK 
at different times of year. These birds and 
their migrations are shown on the poster 
in this pack. 

Swallows(South Africa)

Swallows are famous as the first sign of summer 
in the UK. People often report the first time they 
see a swallow each year to each other or to 
newspapers and magazines. 

Swallows that breed in Britain gather together 
in southern England in August. Then they cross 
the English Channel in September and travel 
down the west coast of France. They cross to the 
Mediterranean coast and fly down the Spanish 
coast to the southern tip of Europe. 

They cross to Africa, then have to face the 
dangers of the Sahara Desert before they arrive 
in Nigeria and other west African countries by 
October. They don't reach their final destination 
in South Africa until November. 

Appearance 
Swallows have long, narrow wings and long, 
forked tail streamers. They have shiny royal-blue 
upper parts and chest band, creamy underparts 
and a russety-red forehead, chin and throat. 

Length: 17–20cm; Wingspan: 30–35cm; 
Weight:16–25g

Breeding 
Time: April–May  
Number of broods: 2–3  
Number of eggs:  3–8 
Incubation: 14–16 days 
Fledging: 17–24 days

Feeding
Swallows feed while flying, catching insects in 
their wide-opening beaks. 

Starlings (Poland)

In the UK you can see starlings all year round. 
Some birds stay here all the time but, in the 
winter, lots more arrive from Europe – from 
Denmark, Germany, Poland, Russia and the 
countries around the Baltic Sea. They come to 
enjoy the relatively mild climate and plentiful 
food in Britain. Lots of starlings regularly migrate 
between the UK and Poland.

Flocks of starlings can be seen flying in over the 
North Sea on autumn mornings, after flying all 
night from Europe. Many birds migrate at night, 
probably because it's cooler and they lose less 
body moisture so can fly further without a drink. 

At dusk in winter, flocks of a million or more 
starlings gather to roost in reed beds for the 
night. They often swoop and dive and circle 
all together making amazing patterns in the 
darkening sky. 

Appearance 
Starlings are mainly blackish with reddish-brown 
legs. In the winter they have white speckles 
above and below. The speckles disappear over 
the winter and, by spring, the feathers are mainly 
dark with shining green and purple on them 
when they catch the light. 
Length: 22cm; Wingspan: 37–42cm; Weight: 
75–90g.

Breeding 
Time: mid-April  
Number of broods: 1–2  
Number of eggs:  4–9 
Incubation: 12–15 days 
Fledging: 20–22 days

Feeding
They dig with their beaks into the ground and 
eat many things: insects, worms, snails, berries, 
fruit, scraps, suet.

© 6
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The Good Guest

Bantu sat on a stool eating sugarcane with his dad. Together they watched a tail-forked 
barn swallow that had built its mud house on the beam of their barn. It was the harvest 
season and the barn was full of sorghum*. Bantu recalled how three years earlier, when 
he was younger and had not yet understood his people’s totems, he had worried that if 
more birds came and built their nests right on the barn, they would eat up all the grain. 
Then his father had assured him that the swallows would only be catching insects.

'That bird is a swallow, just like us. She eats all the insects that would spoil the grain. 
Consider her a good guest and count it an honour that she has chosen our barn.' 

'Do you mean we came from birds, dad?' 

 'Dear child, we simply co-exist. From the birds we learn of the birds. And they do teach 
us how to be people. But some folks like to harm them. Some children will chase away 
swallows, yet the only thing that swallows want is to be our guest. For the time they visit 
us, they live alongside us.' 

Bantu looked at his father, yearning to hear more.

'Don’t ever do anything that would harm the birds,' his dad continued.  'And always 
remember your grandfather was a great swallow. Our family is one of the most respected 
swallows. We wouldn’t have a life of our own if there were no birds.'

Bantu had been told almost as soon as he learned how to talk that his grandfather had 
won the village athletic competitions for fifty consecutive years. Only a swallow could 
do that. Even when he had become an old man, he had still wanted to participate in the 
competitions but the village chief had stopped him. 

Over the years, Bantu grew up and his mind became like a huge basket, welcoming and 
storing information. He noticed that the good guest returned at a certain time, year after 
year after year. 

Now his mind went to the classroom and he saw faces of his classmates and the 
different clans they belonged to, their respected totems and taboos. Often, the teachers 
asked them to draw the birds and animals of their clan names, to list their characteristics, 
weaknesses and strengths. That way, the students were expected to accommodate each 
other and be entirely responsible for their behaviour. On his first day at school, Bantu had 
to make up a poem which he recited to introduce himself to the rest of the pupils.

Swallows are swift, 
Swallows fly high,

They may nest here, 
Another season they will be gone.

Trit, we go, teet we go
But you can count on us
We always come back.
For the love of birds,

Accept me too,
I am a swallow!

Specially commissioned for this pack from Mildred Kiconco Barya

* sorghum: a cereal bearing grain used for food in Africa.
© 8

Climate change is a problem for all wildlife. 
In some ways, migratory species are more 
at risk as they rely on many habitats and 
resources on their journeys. 

Some animals can adapt to the changes, but 
others cannot. Polar bears, for instance, are 
unlikely to be able to adapt fast enough to keep 
up with changes in the Arctic pack-ice, which 
melts earlier each year. This makes the bears' 
feeding season shorter and leaves them weak 
and less able to raise healthy young.

Some other ways in which changes in climate 
may affect migrating animals are:

• Rising water levels due to melting ice caps. 
This is likely to affect a wide range of birds 
and animals, from those feeding on shallow 
estuaries to those nesting or breeding on 
islands and coasts.

• Loss of habitat. This leads to gaps in the 
migration route where food and shelter is 
not available. It can also lead to reduced 
biodiversity and fewer of the prey the 
animals feed on.

• A warmer climate means that more animals 
can move into areas which before only 
certain animals could reach and  survive 
in, such as the tundra and the far northern 
oceans. More animals means more 
competition for migrating species.

• The Sahara Desert is growing, making it 
more difficult for birds to cross and reach 
migratory homes in the rest of Africa.

• There are more hurricanes in the Caribbean. 
They may blow birds off-course, delay their 
journey or even kill them. 

• If plants blossom and insects hatch earlier 
than usual due to unseasonal warmth. This 
leads to a mismatch between food supply 
and the  migratory animals that eat it, unless 
the animals change their migration pattern 

to match.

Climate change
Featured birds and climate change
Here are some examples of how climate affects 
the four birds featured on the poster in this pack. 

Icelandic Whooper swan
The news is not all bad. Changing weather 
patterns are good news for the Whooper swan. 
There's a longer growing season in Iceland and 
far less snow to hide their winter food in the UK. 
Numbers are increasing rapidly.

Starlings
Starlings will eat almost anything, feeding in 
fields, on rubbish tips, in gardens and even on 
the seashore. But they need to find grubs in the 
soil for their youngsters in the breeding season. 
Dry summers are bad news for starlings because 
they cannot get their beaks into the soil. 

Far fewer starlings are seen in the winter than 
twenty years ago. This is partly because there are 
smaller numbers of starlings in Europe. But it's 
also because there's less snow and frost on the 
continent, so birds probably don't need to come 
to the UK to find food.

Cuckoos
Cuckoos like to eat the hairy caterpillars of large 
moths and butterflies and these seem to be in 
short supply now in UK summers. 

Cuckoos could well be finding life tougher in 
Africa, too. There's greater pressure on the land 
to produce food for people, which may destroy 
birds' habitat. Periods of drought are more and 
more common, too.

Swallows
Swallows spend much of their year on the move. 
They need to find food at every stage of their 
long trips to and from South Africa. Drought 
in any of their stopover points will mean fewer 
insects to eat.

Cold winds from the north in the spring can 
affect their migration patterns so they may arrive 
late, with fewer fat reserves left. This can reduce 
the success-rate of the breeding season as they 
may only be able to raise one brood instead of 
two

And there's still the tricky issue of making sure 
that birds arrive in spring in the UK at the best 
time to set up home and raise their young.



Cuckoo Melokotay

'Cuckoo Melokotay, Cuckoo Melokotay, …' Kuku began chanting in a quavering voice, 
before bursting out into tears. Huge sobs shook her little body. She was about to let out 
a howling wail, when a sweet call poured into her ears.

'Cuck-oo, cuck-oo! What’s troubling you?'

Kuku looked up the big tree she was crying under, and her eyes widened with disbelief. 
Her mouth dropped open. In the branches sat a grey bird slightly bigger than a pigeon, 
with a silvery head, whitish striped breast, spotted tail and bright brown eyes looking 
down at her. Had the bird really spoken to her? Was he expecting a reply?

'Cuck-oo. Has the cat got your tongue? What’s wrong, my beauty?' The bird asked again.

Was she dreaming? Had somebody really called her ‘my beauty’ like they used to back in 
Ethiopia? 

'I-I-I have been a-a-adopted from Ethiopia b-b-by a family called the Webbers. Th-they’re 
nice, but I don’t know my real parents. Besides, they do so many things differently. 
They expect me to be in bed early, and eat all sorts of tasteless food. I’m f-f-forgetting 
Amharic* and all the rhymes I used to chant with my friends. One that keeps ringing in 
my ears is "Cuckoo Melokotay", and I-I-I can’t even remember the other lines of the verse.' 
Kuku’s tears pour down her cheeks anew.

'Now, now, dry your eyes. That’s not so terrible. In fact, I grew 
up with foster parents; the Reed Warblers they were called. 
They didn’t look much like me, but they loved me all the same 
and I didn’t turn out so bad. That’s what counts. I’ll be flying 
down to Ethiopia this winter. I’ll listen in when the children are 
chanting and bring back the words of your rhyme,' the bird 
consoled her.

'What! You are going all the way to Ethiopia? Are you taking a plane?' Kuku asked eagerly.

'No, silly,' the bird laughed, 'I fly using my own wings. We had them before the invention 
of the aeroplane! I fly via Belgium, France, Italy, Egypt, Sudan, then finally Ethiopia. I love 
the forests in the highlands, the beautiful white cotton dresses with shawls and lovely 
embroidery, and that flat pancake-like bread they eat their stew with. Did you ask if I am 
going by plane? Imagine a bird in a plane. What a lively imagination you’ve got! What’s 
your name?'

'I really miss the warm sun, it can get so cold here. Besides, I had to learn all the different 
games the children play here. They are alike, but they have different rules. We used to 
play hopscotch giving the squares names after the days of the week. Having my hair 
combed has always been pure torture. I’m Kuku, that’s my Ethiopian name. At school 
they call me Claudia. But I prefer Kuku, Kuku Webber.'

'How quaint!' the bird exclaimed, 'I just adore different names and I also adore the 
different kinds of grains I find in the different countries. The teff** eaten in Ethiopia is just 
so lovely as it has no carbohydrates and plenty of iron. Coming back to my names; in 
England they call me ‘Cuckoo’, in Italy ‘Cuculo’, and in France ‘Coucou Gris’. Personally I 
prefer Coo – Coo Warbler at your service!'

Specially commissioned for this pack from Michael Daniel Ambetchew

* Amharic: official language of Ethiopia. ** Teff: a food grain with many uses in Ethiopia
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The children clapped while the rest of the swallows stood up in solidarity and flapped 
their arms about. Then they all sat down and other students of the birds group: the 
crows, the solitary cuckoos, the mockingbirds and the robins took turns and introduced 
themselves.

Bantu learned a lot about his society from the bird-animal history. He discovered it 
was society’s way of maintaining order and control by fixing every individual into 
predetermined roles. At the back of that view was the belief that what you knew 
couldn’t harm you or hurt others. It was what you didn’t know that could be dangerous. 
For instance, at school the students whose totem was the crow could be unruly and 
inconsiderate, yelling loudly and defending only their own while often bullying others. 
But they were the smartest in their black and white uniform. The owls were revered and 
left alone. The mockingbirds liked to follow and imitate others, but then they formed the 
biggest group of the choir. The robins appeared always in good cheer and harped on 
to whoever they met; Cheer up, cheer-ee! The chameleons could adapt to any situation, 
real or imagined. The leopard clan was fearless.

The barn swallow started to sing. Bantu listened and tried to sing along. 

'Do you like the song?' his dad asked.

'Yes,' Bantu responded. 'But I wonder for how long that swallow will continue to be 
alone. What’s worse is that our neighbours have cleared their swamp and cut down the 
trees. Soon we will not have any birds and it will be hard to keep the tradition of our 
totems. How do we stay true to what we do not see?' Bantu expressed his fear.

'The surviving swallows will still teach us how to be in the changing seasons. There 
will always be survivors. Long ago,' Bantu’s dad cleared his throat and narrated,  'our 
ancestors prescribed bird names for different clan groups to help us relate better and live 
in harmony. They believed that if we followed the ways of the birds, we would embrace 
all people and accept each day as it came; good seasons for planting, nurturing; bad 
seasons for moving away. We would have the freedom to navigate space, migrate and 
build anywhere we found safety and refuge for ourselves, our spouses and children. We 
would take care of each other just like birds do, and we would also have the individual 
strength to be on our own. We would not hesitate to return where we came from as 
soon as conditions favoured us. Times may change, but I think we will remain swallows.'

True to his father’s words, every year Bantu witnessed 
the coming and going of swallows, however few, and 
the one barn swallow that stayed with them in the cup-
shaped nest on the barn for about six months. Whenever 
Bantu went to the marshes to pick reeds for making mats 
or to play hide-and-seek with his friends, he looked out 
for the good guests. 

In the evenings, Bantu went to the brook near home 
to listen to the swallows’ courting song. His mother 
sometimes complained that he was gone from home too 
long but quickly remembered to say: 'Anyway, you are a 
swallow and swallows can’t stay still.'

© 10
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The Swan Maiden

In around 1643, an old manuscript was found in Iceland. Known  
as the Poetic Edda, it contained myths, stories and poems. One  
of these was about a swan maiden. Stories about women who could  
disguise themselves as swans became widely popular throughout northern 
Europe. This is one variation, which comes from several European sources.   

There was once a hunter who used often to spend the whole night stalking the deer or 
setting traps for game. One night he was watching near the lake for some wild ducks 
that he wished to trap. Suddenly he heard, high up in the air, a whirring of wings, and 
thought the ducks were coming; and he strung his bow and got ready his arrows.

But instead of ducks there appeared seven maidens all clad in robes made of feathers, 
and they alighted on the banks of the lake and, taking off their robes, plunged into the 
waters and bathed and sported in the lake. They were all beautiful, but of them all the 
youngest and smallest pleased most the hunter’s eye, and he crept forward from the 
bushes and seized her dress of plumage and took it back with him into the bushes.

After the swan maidens had bathed and sported to their heart’s delight, they came back 
to the bank to put on their feather robes; the six eldest found theirs, but the youngest 
could not find hers. They searched and searched until at last the dawn began to appear, 
and the six sisters called out to her, 'We must away; ‘tis the dawn; you meet your fate 
whatever it be.' With that they donned their robes and flew away, and away, and away.

When the hunter saw them fly away he came forward with the feather robe in his hand; 
and the swan maiden begged and begged that he would give it back to her. He gave her 
his cloak but would not give her her robe, feeling that she would fly away. He made her 
promise to marry him, took her home, and hid her feather robe where she could not find 
it. So they were married and lived happily together and had two fine children, a boy and a 
girl, who grew up strong and beautiful; and their mother loved them with all her heart.

One day her little daughter was playing at hide-and-seek with her brother, and she went 
behind the wainscoting and found there a robe all made of feathers, and took it to her 
mother. As soon as she saw it she put it on and said to her daughter, 'Tell father that if 
he wishes to see me again he must find me in the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ the 
Moon'; and with that she flew away.

When the hunter came home his daughter told him what had happened. So he set out 
to find his wife in the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon. He wandered for many 
days until he came across an old man who had fallen on the ground, and he lifted him 
up and helped him to a seat and tended him until he felt better.

Then the old man asked him where he was going. He told him all about the swan 
maidens and his wife, and he asked the old man if he had heard of the Land East o’ the 
Sun and West o’ the Moon. The old man said, 'No, but I can ask.'

Then he uttered a shrill whistle and soon the plain in front of them was filled with all the 
beasts of the world, for the old man was no less than the King of the Beasts. He called 
out to them, 'Who is there here that knows where is the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ 
the Moon?' But none of the beasts knew.

   Source: Joseph Jacobs, European Folk and Fairy Tales
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'Cool! Can I get you something to eat, like breadcrumbs or bird seed?' Kuku asked, 
wondering if they had any in the house. Then she suddenly felt hungry for the hot spicy 
food she used to eat in Ethiopia.

'No thank you,' Coo replied promptly, 'I prefer caterpillars for lunch and I’ve had two 
helpings already. Flying on a full stomach slows me down. Now, I really have to be 
going.'

'Swimming on a full stomach slows me down too. Actually, my stepmother doesn’t allow 
it and we didn’t have swimming pools in the orphanage in Ethiopia. But what shall I sing 
instead of "Cuckoo Melokotay" until you return in spring?' Kuku began to pout.

'Ask your classmates at school. I’m sure they’ll have a rhyme about me. I’m quite popular, 
if I may say so myself. Well, I have to go to a meeting with some other birds to decide 
which route we are going to take this year. I sure hope we choose a scenic one. Good-
bye Kuku, Dehena waye,' Coo showed off his Amharic, before he hopped, curtsied and 
flew off.

'Good-bye Coo! Fly high!' Kuku jubilantly shouted after him. Maybe when she was bigger 
she would fly back to Ethiopia too, but she would have to go by aeroplane.

'Kuku, Kuku!' Mrs Webber called, 'Come inside, its getting cold. And don’t tell me you’re 
talking to yourself. I hope you're not going cuckoo!'

Kuku rushed into the house and before she could tell Mrs Webber about the bird, she felt 
herself being wrapped in a big hug.

'Listen Kuku, I have a great surprise for you. I have been saving up for quite some time 
now, and I think I have enough for us to fly to Ethiopia for the holidays.'

Cuckoo Melokotay rhyme
Here you can see how the Cuckoo Melokotay rhyme looks in Amharic script. The English 
version is shown below, too.

Cuckoo Melokotay

Cuckoo Melokotay

She farted
and put the blame on me

Scold her Daddy

Scold her Mummy 

When Mum heard

She whipped me with nettles

Those nettles were so hot

I made my bed and went to sleep

Then, getting out of bed, I started to play

Cuckoo Melokotay

Cuckoo Melokotay

Cuckoo Melokotay

Cuckoo Melokotay
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By Michael Daniel Ambetchew

A tale of complaint  
       about starlings
Uncle Andrew kept complaining 
about starlings in his orchard; 
he said they ate up his cherries,  
disdaining worms; 
he said they flew in too early, 
even before the storks, 
even before the burly  
Tatra mountain bears awoke. 
But uncle didn’t just talk;  
the tell-tale got obsessed, 
denounced the starlings to the press.

They sent a reporter 
a photographer too, 
and it caused  
a huge hullabaloo. 
For it’s not just the birds 
that got the blame,  
but the skies themselves 
were also accused 
of security lapses 
for admitting these nests  
of seasonal pests.  

This provoked protests, 
demonstrations and riots, 
petitions to the government; 
there was disquiet 
about foreign interests, 
starlings sent 
by alien powers 
to undermine us;  
and though there wasn’t a grain 
of truth in this allegation, 
Parliament pondered a plan for  
 deportation.

Uncle Andrew had two sons, 
Johnny and Bill. 
It’s not too edifying, 
but I will 
tell you just how it was. 
On the starling question 
they disobeyed their dad 
and, what is worse, 
conspiring with mum, 
when they were out of cherries, 
fed the starlings autumn berries.  

Specially commissioned for this 
pack from Henryk Siewierski

Come the winter, for the starlings 
they built bird houses 
and in the spring they watched 
them competing for spouses, 
sitting on eggs, 
raising their children, 
flying off with them in the summer  
– God knows where – 
to return in the autumn 
and then slowly prepare 
for hot southern air.

They listened in to Radio Bird, 
which the birch grove transmitted, 
and into bird internet chat rooms 
they were permitted. 
There they could have 
conversations with the starlings,  
because starlings 
can speak Human 
and they know how to mimic  
our sounds – all, 
even Cracow’s famous bugle call.

In the orchard the starlings  
and the boys sometimes 
looked each other  
straight in the eyes. 
Some of them were little 
but had already seen 
the seas, mountains, forests 
and cities of Italy. 
The big ones wondered how 
such a vast world could fit inside 
such a tiny eye.

When Johnny and Bill  
saw 
what threatened the starlings in Poland, 
they instantly tore 
to Radio Bird 
in the birch grove 
and called a meeting 
for the birds from all over the country: 
nightingales, starlings, ravens, 
bullfinches, sparrows, owls 
and all their other winged pals.
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Then the old man said to the hunter, 'You must go seek my brother who is the King of 
the Birds,' and told him how to find him.

After a time he found the King of the Birds, and told him what he wanted. So the King of 
the Birds whistled loud and shrill, and soon the sky was darkened with all the birds of the 
air, who came around him. Then he asked, 'Which of you knows where is the Land East o’ 
the Sun and West o’ the Moon?'

And none answered, and the King of the Birds said, 'Then you must consult my brother 
the King of the Fishes,' and he told him how to find him.

The hunter went on, and he went on, and he went on, until he came to the King of the 
Fishes, and told him what he wanted. The King of the Fishes went to the shore of the sea 
and summoned all the fishes of the sea. And when they came around him he called out, 
'Which of you knows where is the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon?'

And none of them answered, until at last a dolphin that had come late called out, 'I have 
heard that at the top of the Crystal Mountain lies the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ 
the Moon; but how to get there I know not save that it is near the Wild Forest.'

So the hunter thanked the King of the Fishes and went to the Wild Forest. As he got near he 
found two men quarrelling, and they asked him to settle their dispute. 'What is it?' he said.

'Our father has just died and he has left but two things, this cap which, whenever you 
wear it, nobody can see you, and these shoes, which will carry you through the air to 
whatever place you will. Now I being the elder claim the right of choice; and he declares 
that, as the younger, he has the right to the shoes. Which do you think is right?'

So the hunter thought and thought, and at last he said, 'It is difficult to decide, but the 
best thing I can think of is for you to race from here to that tree yonder, and whoever 
gets back to me first I will hand him either the shoes or the cap, whichever he wishes.'

So he took the shoes in one hand and the cap in the other, and waited until they had 
started off running towards the tree. Then he put on the shoes of swiftness and placed 
the invisible cap on his head and wished himself in the Land East o’ the Sun and West 
o’ the Moon. And he flew, and he flew, and he flew, over seven Bends, and seven Glens, 
and seven Mountain Moors, until at last he came to the Crystal Mountain. And on the 
top, as the dolphin had said, there was the Land East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon.

He took off his invisible cap and shoes of swiftness and asked who ruled over the Land; 
he was told it was a king who had seven daughters who dressed in swans’ feathers and 
flew wherever they wished. Then the hunter knew that he had come to the land of his 
wife. He went boldly to the king and said, 'Hail, oh king, I have come to seek my wife.'

And the king said, 'Who is she?'

And the hunter said, 'Your youngest daughter.' Then he told him how he had won her.

The king said, 'If you can tell her from her sisters then I know that what you say is true.' 
And he summoned his seven daughters, and there they were, dressed in their robes of 
feathers and looking each like all the rest.

So the hunter said, 'If I may take each of them by the hand I will surely know my wife'; for 
when she had dwelt with him she had sewn the little shifts and dresses of her children, 
and the forefinger of her right hand had the marks of the needle.

When he had taken the hand of each swan maiden he soon found which was his wife and 
claimed her for his own. The king gave them great gifts and sent them by a sure way down 
the Crystal Mountain. Soon they reached home, and lived happily together ever afterwards.
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• Investigate the different positions of the sun/
earth that produce seasons.

  Design and make a poster illustrating this for 
classroom display.

  Use the internet to investigate the features 
of seasons in different parts of the world.

z Compare differences in seasons with your 
partner school by comparing lists.

• Use the information given to map the route 
of the Alaskan bar-tailed godwit.

   Draw a series of labelled diagrams showing 
body changes made by the godwit in order 
to complete its marathon journey. You could 
place these in appropriate positions on your 
map.

• The godwit has to increase its body mass by 
over 100% before migrating. Weigh yourself 
and calculate your weight if you were to do 
the same.

• Investigate how skeletons and muscles work 
to enable long-distance movement.

• Investigate/use your knowledge of different 
food types to plan a good diet for a long-
distance runner. Compare this to how the 
godwit prepares for its journey.

• Use the internet to discover the diets of 
different Olympic athletes. How do their 
diets differ depending on the sport they 
practise? Why? 

• Migratory birds may have different feeding 
habits in their winter and summer habitats. 
Think about how our diet changes with 
the seasons. Discuss reasons why. Design a 
menu for a summer and a winter meal. 

• z Make a list of seasonal fruit and 
vegetables.  Compare this with your partner 
school. Are some foods common to both 
regions? Are they in season at the same 
time? 

  Discuss food miles (some supermarkets cite 
these on wrappings). Have a class debate, 
with the proposal that ‘Seasonal food is 
better for the environment’.  

• z Exchange some recipes with your 
partner school. Look at the quantities of 
ingredients needed – how would these 
change if you were cooking for ten people 
or even the whole class?

• Use an enlarged map of the Americas to 
mark the route of the Monarch butterfly.

  Find photographs of the Monarch from 
which to make accurate drawings. Cut these 
out and pin them along the route. 

  Colour code different generations by 
marking their wings with a dot.

• Look at the symmetrical markings of 
butterflies. Using a detailed picture of one 
half of a butterfly, complete the markings in 
the outline of the other half.

• Mark animals on a migration distance chart. 
For example:

Animal Typical migration 
distance

Wildebeest 2897 km

European eel 5000–6000 km

  Use Excel to order the data or display the 
information on a bar chart or pictogram.

 • Use the information in Why animals migrate 
(p3) to draw a sequence of linked sketches 
to show the origins of migration. 

• z In groups, invent myths to explain 
migration. Be as imaginative as you can, but 
try to give them some logic, for example, 
swallows make their nests of mud, so people 
thought they hibernated in mud. Compare 
your myths with those written by your 
partner school. 

• Birds and animals use instinct in the process 
of migration. What can you do that you 
have never been taught, or need to think 
about (e.g. breathing, swallowing, blinking, 
sneezing, sense of direction)? Make a list for 
class discussion.  

z Compare similarities and differences with 
your partner school. 

• Even with their excellent instincts, migrating 
animals sometimes get lost. Write a set of 
instructions that you would follow if you got 
lost.  What should you do? Who could you 
ask for help? What would it be unsafe to do?

• Design a poster showing the different means 
of navigation used by birds and animals. Use 
the information in this book to write clear 
and simple explanations.

 

Activity ideas – Introducing migration
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Finally the starling  
had his chance to be heard, 
but sadness wouldn’t let him 
utter a word. 
So the stork with his clatter 
brought the meeting to order 
and proposed his ultimatum  
to Warsaw’s Parliament: 
'If the starlings 
are banished, 
all the birds with them shall vanish.' 

The vote was unanimous; 
'And if needs be, we’ll strip down' 
said the old eagle and his wife, 
'the Polish emblem to the crown!' 
Such solidarity  
moved the starlings deeply, 
and transformed Uncle Andrew 
unrecognisably; 
not only did he drop his complaint, 
but he also gave an interview, 
to be sure the starlings knew:  
'Half my orchard is for you.'

If others match  
his enterprise, 
Poland might become  
a bird paradise, 
and with it   
all of Europe, 
and then the whole earth,  
its length and breadth. 
I share this hope 
with Bill and Johnny 
and maybe with a brand new 
Uncle Andrew.

Never before had there been 
a rally so loud, 
never such a 
bird crowd, 
or such universal  
fury. 
The air trembled from anger  
and boiling rage, 
when Johnny explained the reason  
for this convocation 
in the meadow by the bird radio station.

Moments later   
the owl began to speak 
words of wisdom  
from her articulate beak. 
Though settled in one place,  
she could appreciate 
the starlings’ migrations 
and compare them 
to mammals’ migration, to prove 
that the Earth is a planet 
created for all those on it.

The sparrow chirruped in reply 
with all his heart and soul 
that sparrows never asked to be 
born into this world. 
In descant 
the blackbird and lark 
sang an anthem 
to liberty. 
'And you cannot',  
cooed the turtle dove,  
'see any borders from above.'

Translated from the Polish by Basia and Tony Howard     
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Four familiar birds
• Use the information in this book to write 

non-chronological reports and comparison 
charts for the birds. Represent the 
information as bar and pie charts. 

• Make life-sized sketches of either starlings 
or swallows, using photographs and 
dimensions given.  

• Make scale models of the featured birds 
using lightweight polystyrene modelling 
material. Etch feathers and construct wings 
using thin wire.

• Investigate and draw a food web for a 
chosen bird. Are they predator/prey or 
both?

•  Draw a comparison chart highlighting 
significant differences in data between the 
four birds, under headings of dimensions, 
feeding and breeding.  Discuss how these 
are adapted to the needs of the species.

Starlings
• z In winter, set up a starling watch with a 

Polish partner school.  

• Make factfiles for each of the European 
countries the starlings pass through. You 
could include flags, languages, national 
dress, stamps, capital cities etc. 

Swallows
• Map their route from England to South 

Africa. Find out about some of the countries 
on the route, for example, language, climate 
and culture.   

z Exchange information with your twin 
school. 

Swans
• Find out about the interdependence 

between animals and humans – how do 
they help or hinder each other's lives? 
Look at threats to swans from dog owners, 
fishermen etc. 

Cuckoos
• z With your partner school, chart on a map 

the different languages spoken in countries 
passed on the cuckoo’s journey.  Find out 
how to say ‘hello’ in each language and 
display with national flags.

•  Write a myth to explain why cuckoos do 
not sing in Africa.

Climate change  
• Find out about what we can do to help 

avoid climate change. Write an argument to 
persuade others to follow your ideas.

  Use the information to design a series of 
posters to let others in your school know 
about some of the problems that climate 
change causes to animals.

• In groups, prepare climate change 
presentations for an assembly. Think about 
how your use of cause and effect connectives 
can make the links between climate change 
and animal migration clear for your audience.

• z Investigate the changes in average 
temperatures for different parts of the world. 
Share with your partner school.

• The Icelandic Whooper swan family have 
serious decisions to make in judging when 
to head south for the winter. In role as the 
Whooper-Swan family, use the information 
in this book to argue for and against an early 
departure when the winter is forecast to be 
colder than usual. 

  • Write a story in which a Whooper swan family 
misjudge the weather and get lost.Where are 
they? Who helps them?  How do they arrive 
safely at their destination?

• Make seed cakes for birds (see www.bbc.
co.uk/cbeebies/springwatch/makeandgrow/
birdfeeder/index.shtml?page1).
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• Dead reckoning: test the usefulness of your 
own mental maps by blindfolding volunteer 
class members and asking them to negotiate 
their way across the class or round the 
school. Be sure to stop them hitting anything 
or tripping. How easy is it? 

  Talk to a visually impaired person.  What 
‘signposts’ do they use?

• Use a LOGO program to give directions, 
highlighting the angle commands needed.

• Investigate how magnetic compasses are 
made and used. 

• z Find out about how the constellations 
differ in the Northern and Southern 
hemispheres. Make comparisons with your 
partner school. Which constellations can they 
see?  

• z Investigate time zones around the 
world. Draw up a typical day's timetable and 
compare with your partner school. Use time 
zone work to see what you are both doing at 
exactly the same moment. 

• Sounds and places: go around the school 
and record sounds in different places at 
varying times of the day. Take photos of 
the same places. Now print cards with 
different variations of the photos on them 
to make sets of ‘Sound bingo’ cards. Play the 
recordings to children, who must cover the 
picture that correctly represents where the 
recording was made. 

• How well can you smell? Collect some 
objects that a blindfolded volunteer can try 
to identify by smell alone. The objects should 
be smelled without touching them. 

• z Set up a school bird watch in conjunction 
with your partner school. Together, decide 
upon which?, why?, where?, when? and how? 
questions and share your answers. 

  Observe during different seasons. 

  Use the data collected to investigate the ratio 
and proportion of different kinds of birds 
seen. 

 •  You could decide to participate in the 
RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch (www.rspb.org.
uk/birdwatch).

• To demonstrate the kind of information 
that systematic observations give, make a 
survey of children’s habits. Allocate different 
coloured spots to be worn on the hand of 
each Year group. Station observers around 
the school, for example at lunchtimes, to 

make tallies. Over a set period, children will 
be able to identify  patterns of behaviour for 
different Years. 

z Compare with your partner school.

Poster activities
• z With your partner school, find out about 

other animals that migrate (see poster 
for some animals to choose). Compile a 
database, answering questions such as: 
 – why these animals migrate 
 – which migrates the furthest 
 – how  climate change might affect  
 migration 
 – the possible impact of this on   
 animals and humans

•  Structuring stories: comparing  the ‘real’ with 
the fictional:

  All stories involve a journey of some kind.  
Track the possible highs and lows in the 
journey of birds/animals with the longest 
migrations. Record on a graph with the 
horizontal axis marked with the number of 
days/months and the vertical measuring 
‘endurance levels’ on a scale of  1 to 10.    

  Compare with the ‘ups and downs’ in an 
appropriate story, using a planning format 
such as a ‘story mountain’ or ‘excitement 
graph’.

•  Read a range of ‘journey’ stories, such as 
Journey of 1000 miles by Ian Strachan or 
Journey to the River Sea by Eva Ibbotson.

•  Make a detailed study of the habitat of 
a chosen ‘poster’ bird or animal.  Use the 
information to write an atmospheric story 
opening in which the bird/animal features.

•  As a class, plan and write an adventure story, 
where a team of marine biologists, tracking 
the migratory habits of a (chosen) creature, is 
blown off course and helped to safety by the 
creatures themselves.
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• Make a list of different sayings or expressions 
that compare human qualities/appearance/
actions with those of birds e.g. ‘to bury your 
head in the sand’; 'eagle-eyed'; 'eyes like a 
hawk'; 'vain as a peacock'; 'to feather one's 
nest'; 'to parrot'; 'happy as a lark'; 'pigeon-
toed' and so on.  

• Discuss times when you have let someone 
else take the blame for something; or you 
have been blamed for something you did 
not do. How did you feel? What was the 
punishment?

The Swan Maiden
(Icelandic Whooper swan: Iceland)

• The hunter gains his happiness at a price.  
Make a list of other fairy tales where this is a 
theme, identifying the forfeit, and how the 
happy ending is achieved. 

z Share and exchange stories with your 
twinned school.

• When the Swan Maidens put on their 
feathers, they were disguised as swans and 
could fly. Design and make a cloak that 
would disguise you or make you invisible. 
What would you do when wearing it?

• Older and younger siblings often quarrel, like 
the brothers the hunter meets in the story. 
Write about a time when you quarrelled 
with a brother/sister/cousin/friend. What 
happened? How did you feel? How did you 
end the quarrel?

• Write your own stories modelled on the 
Swan Maidens – you should include a three-
part quest, a magical object and seven as a 
significant number. 

z Send your stories to your partner school. 

• The hunter consults the King of the Fishes 
because fish travel widely. Find out about 
fish migration to see how far some go. 

• Write an interview with the hunter, asking 
him how he found his wife, or a newspaper 
report about the events. 

• Make links with numeracy lessons about the 
eight compass points, directions and grid 
locations. 

• Observe a swan family in the park (note: this 
is unlikely to be a Whooper swan, but is still 
an interesting project).  Follow their progress 
over the year.

A tale of complaint about 
starlings 

(Starling: Poland) 
This poem is quite sophisticated and most 
suitable for Year 6.

• Write a police report about the starling 
invasion and the events it causes.

• Johnny and Bill want to save the birds. In 
groups, write a script for a radio advert 
that champions the cause of the birds. Try 
creating a jingle to go with the campaign.

• Uncle Andrew and his sons have very 
different views about the starlings. Discuss 
other issues that children and parents may 
disagree about, for example bedtimes, 
pocket money, computer use.  

z Use these as a basis for persuasive writing 
and share with your partner school.

• Write an interview with Uncle Andrew or one 
of his sons. Think about how biased they 
would be when giving their accounts of 
events, and opinions.

• Starlings are said to be able to ‘speak’ in 
complex sentences and to mimic all kinds of 
noises (including mobile phone ring tones). 
Use the internet to investigate.

• Find out about the history of Poland, for 
example 1939 border invasion, WW2, the 
Solidarity movement and Lech Wałesa. 

z Share information about important 
historical events and figures in your own 
country with your partner school.

• Investigate the natural features (rivers, 
mountain ranges etc.) that the starlings 
would have seen on their migration..
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The Good Guest
(Swallow: South Africa)

•  Bantu had misconceptions about the 
swallows, believing that they would 
eat up all the grain.  Write common 
prejudices on separate cards, such as 
that all redheads have fiery tempers.  
Organise the class into groups. A child 
from each group must select a card and 
use it as a basis for a role play. 

•  As a class, discuss the features of ‘good’ 
and ‘bad’ guests. Make shared lists under 
headings: What I expect from a guest/
What I expect from a host.  

z Compare with your twinned school.

• z Find out about totemic systems and 
associated beliefs from a partner school 
in South Africa, or by research. 

•  Use your ‘Reasons for migration’ chart 
(see Activity sheet 9) to list benefits that 
migrants bring to the host country.  

z Share  findings with your twinned 
school. How many famous people, for 
example footballers, are migrants?  Add 
them to your list.

• On his first day at school, Bantu 
composed a ‘swallow poem’ to 
introduce himself to the class. Make a 
connection between totemic symbols 
and family/town/school crests.  Design 
and make a crest for your class.

z Share it with your twinned school. 

• Bantu’s grandfather was stopped from 
entering the athletic competition 
because he was too old. Write a diary 
entry for him on the evening he was 
told, describing his feelings of regret. 
Remember the qualities a swallow was 
said to have when writing your entry, as 
these will strongly influence his point of 
view.

• In groups, talk about wisdoms that a 
grandparent has taught you. Choose one 
and write a dialogue to perform to the 
class.

z Swap grandparents' wisdoms with 
your partner school. Are they similar? 

• Use the paragraph towards the end 
of the story, beginning ‘The surviving 

swallows’ and rewrite as a poem. Work as a class. 
What poetic features does this speech have 
already? 

Cuckoo Melokotay 
(Cuckoo: Ethiopia)

• Kuku and the cuckoo were both brought up 
in cultures different from their own, without 
contact with their birth families. Collect and read 
other stories with this theme, e.g. classics like The 
Secret Garden, Oliver Twist, Little Lord Fauntleroy, 
and The Prince and the Pauper; and contemporary 
books such as Tracey Beaker, and the Molly Moon 
series by Georgia Byng.

  Discuss similarities and differences with your 
reading group.

• When the cuckoo calls Kuku ‘my beauty’, she is 
cheered by the reminder of home. In groups, 
discuss and note the ways in which memory 
sustains you in hard times. Make a class 
presentation.

• Decorate a Memory Box, in which you place your 
favourite memories. Read a happy memory out 
at the end of each day.  

z Share and compare memories with your 
partner school.  

• Make a comparison chart of stories that feature 
talking birds (e.g. Arabel’s Raven by Joan Aiken, 
The Phoenix and the Carpet by E. Nesbitt, Haroun 
and the Sea of Stories by Salman Rushdie), under 
headings of Story, Type of Bird and Personality/
Role in story.

• Stories, games and rhymes travel around the 
world, changing as they go. Investigate different 
versions of fairy and folk tales. Think about which 
elements change and which stay the same in 
different cultures. 

z Write a collection of popular playground 
games and rhymes to exchange with your 
partner school.

• Make a timeline showing the history of air 
travel inventions, from hot-air balloons to space 
shuttles.

• z With your partner school, research different 
bird names and calls around the world. Mark on 
a blank map, illustrating with labelled drawings 
of birds and speech bubbles for different bird 
calls e.g. cuckoo is coucou in French. 
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ACTIVITY SHEET 2

Bird report

Write a non-chronological report about one of the four familiar birds 
featured in the pack (starling, swallow, Icelandic Whooper swan, cuckoo). 
You may need to ask your twin school for some extra information. Use the 
grid to help you plan your writing:

       Organisation Language features

Introduction: Remember to:

 • write in the present tense  
 and third person

What they look like: • include facts not opinions

 • use some technical   
 vocabulary
  
 Collect some connectives  
Where they live: that you could use to join  
 ideas together and vary  
 sentence starts:

 when              because        
 also                 in addition
What they eat:    

  

About their young:  
 

 
Conclusion:          
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ACTIVITY SHEET 1

Animal journeys spinner

1. Cut out the spinner. 

2. Make a hole through the dot and put a pencil through it as a spindle. 

3. Spin the spinner and see which side it stops on.

4. Use information from the book or any other facts you know to tell the 
migration story of the animal shown on that side. Everyone can tell part of 
the story to build up a complete traveller’s tale. 

Tell your tale in the first person (using 'I') and include details about why you 
left, how you prepared, where you went, how far/long you travelled for, 
what you saw, how you felt and so on.  

1. Swallow  2. Cuckoo  3. Barnacle goose   4. Monarch butterfly  5. Whooper swan  
6.  Alaskan bar-tailed godwit

1

2
3

4

5
6
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East o' the Sun and West o' the Moon
Draw a story map of the hunter’s journey as he searches for his Swan 
Maiden wife. Show him meeting the King of the Beasts, the King of the Birds 
and the King of the Fishes before flying over seven bends, seven Glens and 
seven Mountain Moors, finally reaching the Crystal Mountain.

ACTIVITY SHEET 4

N S

W
E
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Food Friends

Family Places

ACTIVITY SHEET 3

Leaving home

Imagine that you were migrating to another part of the world. Draw and 
write about the things that you would most miss about home. 

© 24
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ACTIVITY SHEET 6

Bird watch 

Set up a bird feeding station outside your classroom. Use the grid to record 
the number and species of birds that visit it over a week. Repeat at different 
times of the year and compare the information with your partner school.
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ACTIVITY SHEET 5

Starling invasion article
Imagine that you are a journalist. Write a report for your newspaper about 
the starling invasion using the information that Uncle Andrew gave. 
Remember to be objective in your report.

Write a catchy headline at the top.

Draw a 
picture 
here.

Write 
your 
story 
in the 
columns.
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ACTIVITY SHEET 8

School profile

Use this table to give your partner school a good idea of what life is like in 
your school.

After-school clubs 

Typical canteen  
menu 

Timetable 

Homework

Number and ages 

of classes

Uniform

Local facilities
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ACTIVITY SHEET 7

Design a ‘Missing’ poster for the Swan Maiden. Use the story and your 
imagination to help find her quickly.

 Name:

     

     Appearance:

Distinguishing features:

Last seen:

MI S S I NG

© 28
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Resources
You can easily find information about migrating animals and climate change by putting 
these terms and individual animal names into a search engine. You'll find lots of good 
pictures, too. The list below is of particularly good sites to get you started.

BBC World On The Move interactive page 
– share your work with other schools here:  
www.elanguages.org/38066

BBC World Class: Join World Class and twin your 
school along bird migration paths. 
www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass/worldonthemove.
shtml

BBC Radio 4 World on the Move Portal: Find 
out about the latest programmes, follow great 
animal migrations, submit your own photos and 
sightings on the interactive map, and read about 
other users' reports. 
www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/worldonthemove/ 

BBC Springwatch starts May 2008  
www.bbc.co.uk/nature/animals/springwatch 

British Trust for Ornithology (BTO):  
www.bto.org/  

BTO Migration Watch:  
www.gardenbirdwatch.org.uk/migwatch/index.
htm  

RSPB Children's site:  
www.rspb.org.uk/youth/learn/migration/stories

RSPB Youth pages: - check out their Big Garden 
Birdwatch, interactive migration map and lots 
more.  
http://rspb.org.uk/youth/  

Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust (WWT):  
www.wwt.org.uk/  

DCSF Global Gateway:  For more information 
about opportunities to work with schools in other 
countries, see: 
www.globalgateway.org.

Natural History Museum (Birdwatching):  
www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/life/birds/top-
tips/top-tips-for-birdwatching.html 

Birdwatch: A ‘Where to Watch’ guide: www.

birdwatch.co.uk/website/ 

Individual animals 

Albatross tagging:  
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/
news/2005/01/0113_050113_albatross.html

Arctic tern, swallow:  
www.greenandtempest.co.uk/migrants/migrants.
swf

Atlantic salmon: 
www.atlanticsalmontrust.org 

Caribou:  
www.conservationgiscenter.org/maps/html/
porcupine_herd.html 

Emperor penguin:  
www.penguinworld.com 

Greenland white-fronted goose:  
www.ipcc.ie/infoboggoose.html

Greenshank migration game: www.greenshank.
info/schools/all_about_greenshanks.html

Grey whale, Monarch butterfly, Whooping 
crane (USA):  
www.learner.org/jnorth/

Loggerhead turtle:  
www.learner.org/jnorth/www/critters/turtle/
index.html

Polar bears:  
www.polarbearsinternational.org

Siberian cranes:  
www.savingcranes.org/species/siberian.cfm

Southern right whale:  
www.ifaw.org/ifaw/general/default.
aspx?oid=94531

Striped dolphin: 
www.cms.int/reports/small_cetaceans/data/S_
ceoruleoalba/s_coeruleoalba.htm

Wildebeest:  
www.ultimateafrica.com/Wildebeest_migration.
html
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The British Council works with young people in the UK 
and around the world to develop the skills needed for 
life and work in a globalised society.   

Their global programme for schools, Connecting 
Classrooms, supports school partnerships that help 
young learners to understand their own identity and 
interconnectedness with the world around them.  
Follow the links at www.britishcouncil.org/learning-ie-
school-partnerships.htm to find out more.

For information about projects related to climate 
change and a major project for schools to mark the 
200th anniversary of the birth of Charles Darwin in 
2009, see:  
www.britishcouncil.org/science-projects.htm

About the British Council

Animals People

 ACTIVITY SHEET 9

Note to teacher: Information about animals can be found in this book, or in other books 
and the internet. Information about humans could be arrived at through PSHE dicussion. 

Reasons for migration

People and animals leave home for many different reasons. Fill in the chart 
with information. 
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World on the Move World Class – form for partner schools
Select a bird and find a partner school in the bird’s migration country (see page 2). Get in touch and 
fill out the form below together. 

UK school Partner school

Name/address of school

Name of Head Teacher

Name of teachers involved

Contact details Main:

Back-up

Main:

Back-up

Overview of school – number 
of students, age ranges, 
number of children per class 
e.g).

Term dates – you need to be 
aware when you are each on 
holiday.

Aims – what you want to 
achieve from your partnership. 

World on the Move Project. 
Pick one of our projects from 
the schools pack – or design 
your own.   

Students involved in this 
project

Resources needed – make sure 
you have compatible resources 
and communication plans.

Schedule – plan exchange of 
materials and feedback. 

Evaluation



BBC schools pack 

World on the Move
A resource for KS2

The World on the Move resource pack offers an inspiring, cross-curricular range of 
activities with a focus on bird and animal migration. 

The pack features four migratory birds that are easily observed in the UK: the Whooper 
swan, swallow, cuckoo and starling. They provide a focus for information, activities, stories 
and a poem (three of which were specially commissioned), as well as starring in a glorious, 
full-colour A1-sized poster, which also shows many other migratory species on land, sea 
and air. 

Scientific information explains what migration is, why animals migrate and where to, 
with plenty of interesting examples. There are also notes on how climate change affects 
migratory animals.

Extensive notes for the teacher provide varied practical and creative activities for children 
at KS2, with a particular emphasis on working alongside and sharing information with 
World Class partner schools.

Twin your school
If you’re inspired by the activities in World on the Move, why not twin your school with 
another school along bird migration paths?  Find out how to get yourself twinned 
through World Class and our partners at:

BBC World Class: www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass/worldonthemove.shtml    

If you have already twinned your school, you could exchange data, projects and 
creative writing with your partner.

Share your work at a special interactive World on the Move site for schools: 
www.elanguages.org/38066


